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M+e~"sinhM~| , \ r~n \cosuzdu = h (0 < z < a), (1) sinh u J cos uz du = 0 (a < z < oo),
Jo « where A is a constant and the Fourier cosine transform of u~ V( M ) is assumed to exist. These dual equations arise in a crack problem in elasticity theory.
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Solution of equations.
We follow one of the standard procedures for solving dual integral equations (see [2] ) and seek a solution in the form of an integral that satisfies (2) identically.
Define a function <j> by the equation
Jo When we substitute for \j/(u) from (3) into (2) and interchange the order of integration we find that (2) is identically satisfied. By substituting (3) into (1) and interchanging the order of integration in the resulting double integral we obtain
Jo Jo
This integral equation does not appear to be easily solvable in a closed form. However, on noting that -cosech 2 u is the derivative of coth u we are led to consider the following integral equation: tanh yz -tanh yy where y = TTA/2. Thus, by integrating (6) with respect to z and using (7), we obtain tanh yz + tanh yy
|0|
Jc tanhyz-tanhyj; = 2hz (0 < z < a).
(7) (8)
But tanh?}> is a positive monotonic increasing function on (0, oo), and so we can solve (8) by using a result due to Parihar. (See [1] .) The solution is 
